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Abstract. There are many outstanding problems in nuclear physics which require input
and guidance from lattice QCD calculations of few baryons systems. However, these calculations suffer from an exponentially bad signal-to-noise problem which has prevented
a controlled extrapolation to the physical point. The variational method has been applied
very successfully to two-meson systems, allowing for the extraction of the two-meson
states very early in Euclidean time through the use of improved single hadron operators.
The sheer numerical cost of using the same techniques in two-baryon systems has so far
been prohibitive. We present an alternate strategy which offers some of the same advantages as the variational method while being significantly less numerically expensive. We
first use the Matrix Prony method to form an optimal linear combination of single baryon
interpolating fields generated from the same source and different sink interpolating fields.
Very early in Euclidean time this optimal linear combination is numerically free of excited state contamination, so we coin it a calm baryon. This calm baryon operator is then
used in the construction of the two-baryon correlation functions.
To test this method, we perform calculations on the WM/JLab iso-clover gauge configurations at the SU(3) flavor symmetric point with mπ ∼ 800 MeV — the same configurations we have previously used for the calculation of two-nucleon correlation functions.
We observe the calm baryon significantly removes the excited state contamination from
the two-nucleon correlation function to as early a time as the single-nucleon is improved,
provided non-local (displaced nucleon) sources are used. For the local two-nucleon correlation function (where both nucleons are created from the same space-time location)
there is still improvement, but there is significant excited state contamination in the region the single calm baryon displays no excited state contamination.
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1 Introduction
Understanding how the wide variety of forms of matter arises from the underlying Standard Model
is one of the central goals of nuclear physics. Making quantitative connections between QCD and
nuclei is key for probing experimentally inaccessible environments, such as the cores of neutron stars,
as well as interpreting the current and planned experiments which utilize nuclear environments to
search for rare processes arising from beyond the Standard Model physics.
Lattice QCD is currently our only tool for understanding nuclear physics from first principles with
quantifiable systematic uncertainties. However, the application of lattice QCD to multi-nucleon systems is notoriously difficult due to the infamous signal-to-noise (and related, sign) problem [1, 2].
This noise problem increases exponentially with Euclidean time, limiting the time extents which may
be reached in a typical lattice calculation. To make matters worse, excited state splittings for multiparticle systems are typically much smaller than for single particles. To reach the much longer time
extents required to resolve these states using standard spectroscopic methods thus requires exponentially larger computational resources.
Recently, an exciting development in the study of the distributions of the magnitude and phase
(and their evolution in Euclidean time) of lattice QCD correlation functions has made strides towards
defeating the signal-to-noise problem in the long-time limit at the cost of introducting an additional
extrapolation [3–5]. A more traditional approach to avoiding the signal-to-noise problem involves creating better interpolating operators, so that one may extract the desired state at earlier Euclidean time.
Considerable work has gone into the construction of two-nucleon operators, starting from reasonable
single-nucleon interpolating fields, for various states with connections to infinite volume scattering
states in assorted partial wave channels, as well as bound states [6–9].
There has also been some discussion in the literature regarding the potential for so-called “false
plateaus" [10–13], in which the tuning of operators may cause near-cancellation between excited state
contributions, leading to imperceptibly slow variation with time in the extracted energies, which is
further masked by the noise associated with nucleons. These issues are particularly troublesome for
correlation functions which are not positive definite, due to the use of different operators at source and
sink, which can lead to local minima in the effective mass that masquerade as the true ground state.
A commonly known example of this near cancellation can occur when looking at a ratio of two-body
to one-body correlators to extract the energy splitting directly. In this case, inelastic single-nucleon
excited states contribute to both the two-body and one-body correlation functions, but with slightly
different energies and wavefunction overlaps due to interactions.
These considerations make the study of two- (and later, multi-) nucleon operators of utmost importance in the advancement of the application of lattice QCD to nuclear physics. One of the issues to
be sorted out is where most effort towards improving these operators should be focused. For example,
overlap onto different low-energy elastic scattering excited states is largely achieved by varying the
spatial positions of the two nucleons within the box. On the other hand, reducing the overlap onto
single-nucleon inelastic excited states requires tuning of the individual nucleon wavefunctions.
Surprisingly, studies comparing our one- and two-nucleon correlators have suggested that singlenucleon excited state contaminations dominate two-nucleon correlators at late Euclidean times. While
one would naïvely expect the smaller energy splittings of the two-nucleon elastic excited states to
be the most problematic, this observation seems to imply that projection onto the non-interacting
two-body eigenstates (with some further tuning) sufficiently diagonalizes the interacting eigenstates,
while simple variations of quark-model based single-nucleon operators do not adequately discriminate
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between the ground and first-excited states of the nucleon.1 This observation will be instrumental in
the construction of improved two-nucleon operators to be discussed in the remainder of this work.

2 Improving Multi-nucleon LQCD Interpolating Fields
The best technique for constructing a set of good multi-particle operators is the variational method
based on the Generalized Eigenvalue Problem (GEVP) [16]. Here, a large basis of operators is constructed and used at both source and sink to create a matrix of correlators, which is then diagonalized
to produce the best overlap onto the true eigenstates of the system. This method has been used extensively and very successfully in the mesonic sector [17–23]. One of the benefits of this method is
the symmetric nature of the correlation functions, which renders the correlators positive definite and
greatly reduces the potential for false plateaus.
In the baryonic sector, contractions are more costly and the number of propagators that must
be calculated is in general much larger due to statistical noise, rendering variational methods for
two-baryons prohibitively expensive thus far. One of the biggest obstacles is the need for identical
operators at source and sink, requiring momentum projection of the baryon interpolating operators, at
least stochastically, at both ends. Multi-nucleon correlators are generally only projected onto definite
momentum at the sink, which is sufficient to eliminate overlap onto states with different total momentum. These issues have led to investigations of alternative methods that capture some of the benefits
of the variational methods without the need for a symmetric matrix of correlation functions. One
method which has been used successfully for nucleons (and multi-baryons) is known as the Matrix
Prony method, and will be discussed in the next section.
2.1 Matrix Prony

The Matrix Prony (MP) method was first used for analyzing lattice QCD correlation functions in
Ref. [24] and subsequently applied to two and three hadron systems in Refs. [6, 25–27]. The great
utility of the method stems from its simplicity to formulate and implement, as well as an ansatz
which is imposed that is easy to verify or disprove. Begin with a vector of correlation functions
constructed from one source but multiple sinks, such as the smeared-smeared (SS) and point-smeared
(PS) correlation functions which are commonly generated. For simplicity of discussion, we will
consider only two sinks, but the method in principle generalizes to many. One assumes there is a
transfer operator, acting upon the correlation functions


yS S (t)
y(t + τ) = T̂ (τ)y(t) ,
with
y(t) =
,
(1)
yPS (t)
where τ is a user chosen parameter which can be varied. In order to solve for T̂ (τ), one takes an outer
product with y(t) and factorizes T̂ = M −1 V,
My(t + τ)yT (t) = Vy(t)yT (t) .

(2)

The following ansatz is then made: “Over a time interval t ∈ [ti , t f ], only 2 states meaningfully
contribute to yS S (t) and yPS (t).” The ansatz can be tested by summing this equation over the specified
time interval. Up to arbitrary normalizations, the solution is given by
−1
 tf
−1
 tf




T
T



V =  y(t)y (t) .
(3)
M =  y(t + τ)y (t) ,
t=ti

t=ti

1 It

should be noted that the potential method [14, 15] utilized by the HAL QCD collaboration relies upon the assumption
that only elastic excited state contamination contributes at large time. These findings seem to cast doubt on such assumption.
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The transfer operator can then be numerically constructed and used to solve the eigenvalue problem
T̂ (τ) qλ = (λ)τ qλ ,

with

λ = e−Eλ .

(4)

This provides a “black-box” method of constructing linear combinations of the original correlation
functions designed to couple only to the ground state (the largest eigenvalue) or the first excited state
(the smaller eigenvalue),
(0)
q0 (t) = c(0)
S S yS S (t) + cPS yPS (t) ,

and

(1)
q1 (t) = c(1)
S S yS S (t) + cPS yPS (t) .

(5)

If the ansatz is satisfied, over the time window specified, these two linear combinations of correlation functions will be largely free of excited state contamination, which can be readily checked by
constructing the effective masses of these correlation functions and/or analyzing them with a single
exponential fit. To understand the systematic uncertainty associated with this method, the choice of ti
and t f can be independently varied over a window where the input correlation functions appear to be
dominated by just two states [28].
With only different choices of smearing at the sink, we have observed that extending this method
to three or more correlation functions makes the analysis unstable: more noise was introduced through
the linear combination of more than two correlation functions, offsetting any extra gain in early time;
beyond two solutions, the MP method can produce unphysical complex eigenvalues which arise from
the numerical data as small oscillations in time that often appear with high statistics calculations.
2.2 Calming the nucleon

The MP method has been used very successfully to analyze pairs of correlation functions generated
with a variety of LQCD actions [6, 24–28]. However, instead of using MP after the multi-nucleon
correlation functions are generated, we first perform a MP analysis of the single-nucleon correlation
function to determine the optimal linear combination of S and P sinks that isolates the ground state
nucleon as early in Euclidean time as possible. This optimized linear combination can then be used
in the construction of the baryon blocks which are used with the unified contraction algorithms to

construct the two-nucleon correlation functions [29, 30], Bcalm = n=SS,PS c(0)
n Bn . We call these
baryon blocks ‘calm’, because they are less excited—in the sense that the excited-state contamination
is dramatically reduced. There are a few advantages to this method compared to previous strategies.
• The single-nucleon excited state contamination is significantly reduced, allowing for the analysis of
the one and two-nucleon correlation functions at much smaller Euclidean times, where the stochastic noise is exponentially smaller.
• The remaining excited state contamination observed in the two (or more) nucleon system after the
initial MP time ti can be more reliably associated with the excited two-nucleon elastic scattering
states of interest. This allows for a subsequent simultaneous analysis of correlation functions corresponding to different two-nucleon spatial configurations designed to couple to the various elastic
scattering states in a box, without running into the aforementioned issues that arise when trying to
use more than two operators at once for MP.
• It gives confidence in the analysis of the ratio of correlation functions designed to give the most precise determination of the energy splittings: with the dominant single-nucleon excited state removed,
the near cancellation which occurs in numerator and denominator between the inelastic excited state
contributions will disappear.
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Figure 1: (Left) The effective mass plot of the original SS and PS nucleon correlation functions as well as the optimized
ground state correlation functions. (Right) The effective mass of the two linear combinations of SS and PS correlation functions
constructed from the MP analysis.

• This method is substantially less expensive than the full variational method as it relies upon a
smaller number of quark propagators, and many fewer contractions. This method also offers a
numerical savings over the more traditional method of computing two and more nucleon correlation functions: the standard approach requires the contractions to be computed for all the different
choices of sink operators. For values of the pion mass used in present day calculations, the contraction cost is a substantial fraction of the total cost of the calculation, often exceeding the cost of
obtaining propagators. Our new method requires the contractions to be computed only once with
the optimized linear combination of sink operators.
We note that the NPLQCD collaboration has previously investigated the application of MP to twonucleon correlation functions [6, 27] by constructing sinks with all possible different combinations of
single-nucleon operator smearings [31], gaining benefits from the reduction of single-nucleon excited
states, but possibly leading to the difficulties which can occur when trying to tune more than two
operators. Only by imposing the selection of the single-nucleon MP combination that eliminates the
first excited state explicitly before constructing two-nucleon operators do we gain the full advantage
of our method. As we will show below, combining this method with spatially displaced two-nucleon
operators [9] to help reduce overlap onto the first elastic two-nucleon excited states reveals the full
power of this method.
2.3 Results

As a first test of this new method, we apply it to the same set of gauge ensembles used in our previous
calculation, Ref. [9], where we introduced the use of displaced nucleon operators at the source which
were found to significantly improve the coupling to the ground states of interest 2 . This allows us
to provide a direct comparison with known results. Specifically, for this comparison, we performed
calculations on the smallest volume with L/a = 24, using a reduced set with one quarter the statistics.
In Fig. 1, we show the effective mass of the nucleon generated from a point sink, a gaussian sink
and optimized linear combination produced with MP, with a subset of 829 configurations. As can
be seen, the optimized ground state MP correlation function plateaus 5-6 time slices earlier than the
original SS and PS correlation functions.
2 These configurations were generated by the WM/JLab group using an isotropic clover action, at the SU(3) flavor symmetric
point with mπ ∼ 800 MeV and a ∼ 0.145 fm. For more details, see Ref. [8].
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Figure 2: The effective mass of the two-nucleon correlation functions constructed from the old SS single nucleon and the new
calm-nucleon in the T 1+ irrep which couples predominantly to the 3 S 1 infinite volume channel. (Left) Effective mass of the
local interpolating operators at the source (N † (0)N † (0)). (Right) Effective mass of the non-local interpolating operators at the
source (N † (0)N † (∆)), introduced in Ref. [9].

Let us now turn to the impact of using the calm nucleon in the two-nucleon correlation functions.
In Figure 2, we show the effective mass of the two-nucleon correlation functions generated in the T 1+
representation. We show our original higher statistics results generated from the SS interpolating fields
using both the local and non-local two-nucleon source operators. In comparison, the two-nucleon
operators are also constructed with the calm-nucleon operators. In the left figure, we compare with the
two-nucleon correlation functions constructed using the local interpolating field where both nucleons
are created from the same spacetime point, O† (t0 , 0) = N † (t0 , 0)N † (t0 , 0). As observed, the excited
state contamination is noticeably reduced as compared with the SS interpolating field. However, the
stochastic noise is substantially larger than the original correlation function.
In contrast, in the right figure, we show the effective mass of the two-nucleon correlation functions

with displaced operators at the source, first used in Ref. [9], O† (t0 , 0) = i ci N † (t0 , 0)N † (t0 , ∆i ), where
∆i are displacements of fixed length, summed over directions to overlap onto different cubic irreps. We
observe that the reduction of the excited state contamination in the two-nucleon correlation function is
more significantly improved in this case, and more importantly, the stochastic noise is not much larger
than the original correlation function. This offers the promise of providing exponentially improved
two-nucleon correlation functions, as one will be able to analyze the correlation function starting
much earlier in time, with minimal excited state contamination, in a region where the signal to noise
is exponentially larger.
Finally, in Figure 3, we show the same improvement is observed when the calm-nucleons are used
in the first few non-zero momentum shells in which the individual nucleons are projected to backto-back relative momentum |p| = |n|2π/L, even when the calm-nucleons are determined from single
nucleons with p = 0. We find similar improvements in irreps that couple to the p-wave channels.

3 Conclusion
The calm-baryon operators introduced in this work show a very promising ability to significantly
reduce the excited state contamination in two-nucleon correlation functions. The idea was motivated
by 1) the need to extract meaningful information from two-nucleon correlation functions earlier in
Euclidean time, before the stochastic noise overwhelms the signal, 2) the observation that the excited
states in the two-nucleon system are dominated by the excited states of the single nucleon, 3) the
realization that the Matrix Prony method can be used to construct a more optimal single nucleon sink
6
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Figure 3: Effective mass of the two nucleon system in the T 1+ (left) and A+1 (right) irreps, with different colors representing calmnucleon operators projected onto different relative momentum shells at the sink, and gray representing the old SS nucleons.
The calm nucleons were tuned with the p = 0 single nucleon operator.

operator which is numerically much less expensive that the full variational method. The method was
demonstrated on a set of configurations with a heavy pion mass and shows promise for being useful
in all the cubic irreps we have studied in Ref. [9], including odd parity partial waves. What will be
particularly interesting is to test this method with a pion mass that is sufficiently light that reasonable
extrapolations to the physical pion mass are feasible. If the method proves as useful with light pion
masses, the signal can be extracted approximately 1 fm earlier in Euclidean time where the signalto-noise is exponentially larger, offering a numerically inexpensive exponential improvement. The
method is readily applicable to multi-nucleon systems and channels with other flavors of baryons.
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